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UTTERANCES 
204, 205, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212

                                  ************************

This is what I call “subtext”, that is my Ariadne's thread which allows me to follow a  
defined path playing the lector-priest who teaches Wnjs the symbolical meanings of 
the images and of the events that mark the steps of his mysteriosophic journey. It 
goes without saying that this is just “my” interpretation and a personal tool to knit 
together passages that form what is, to me, a consistently structured whole.  It's my 
way to “justify” every single utterance of this gable, which, according to my view 
and my hystrionic approach, describes and performs the first apotheosis of Wnjs.

                                       ****************************

204 : The appearance of Wnjs, he who makes the earth fruitful

Wnjs, behold those who work the fields, how joyful they are at your sight. You 
manifest yourself to them in your official attire, the clothes you have been 
given in the course of the coronation ritual. Atum gave you the “eye of Horus” 
in the form of a loaf of bread, and that is the symbolic food that feeds the 
farmers: the hoers, who hack the earth (like Seth who hacked Osiris);

 and the winnowers who thrust high the grain-seeds (Horus and the new born 



Osiris). 

They feed on the eye of Horus, the round bread you present to  them.  You are 
the one who causes the outflow of the fecundating waters from Osiris' navel; 
you are like a newborn baby still bound to the umbilical chord from which you 
take your nourishment. Your small finger is the symbol of the beginning of 
the coming flood, the fecundating waters of the Nile, that will keep at distance 
both hunger and thirst. You are the symbol of fruitfulness and you are 
protected by HA, the god of the oases and of the western regions of the land, 
the god that will not allow foreign enemies to plunder Egypt. So, as the land 
shall be flooded with water, let the hearts of your subjects be flooded with joy.

205 :  Wnjs: he who brings abundance

Behold! The gods who are in charge of nourishment, the gods of vegetation, of 
the fruits of the earth, the gods in charge of the flood, are told by Ra himself, 
that  you, Wnjs, are under  his  protection, that  you  are like Fetekta, his cup-
bearer and attendant, that they have to give you everything that they collect, 
every good, solid and liquid : seeds, bread and beer. Because they  belong to 
you,  because you are entitled to have them, since you subdued and tamed the 
dangerous powers of the Netherworld, in your aspect of  the Great Bull, the 
symbol of fertility. In doing that you have shown your divine aspect, and 
that's why you deserve the five ritual meals: the first three symbolize that you 
are beside Ra in his three manifestations of the dawning sun (Khepri), of the 
sun at its zenith (Ra) and of the setting sun (Atum); the two remaining meals 
symbolize that you are a member of the Double Ennead, the Big one and the 
Little one, which you complete.  In fact you have within yourself the qualities 
of the god who releases (from the bonds of  oppression) and who provides for 
his subjects, far-sighted and judicious. You are no more the old, earthly Wnjs, 



you have reached a condition qualitatively different from the former one, 
since you have been able to traverse the regions of the Netherworld and to 
tame the energies residing therein, life-giving but highly dangerous. Life 
energies symbolized by the Beautiful One, who is the warden of the door of 
the West, the door of Night. You have copulated with her, you have known her 
carnally in her aspect of Mawet, who is both mother and death, who is the 
water from which we emerge and the water into which we go down; in her 
aspect of Shauset, the goddess of the air, she who cannot be seized, but only 
kissed and caressed; in her aspect of Nekhbut, she who burns but who didn't 
wear you out. You knew how perilous that mating was. But though afraid of 
her, though aware of the tragic consequences  a failure would cause  to 
yourself and your land, dreading a possible inadequacy of your seed and your 
manly energies, you have been able to win her and to transform her potential 
dangerousness, her [ nr ], in a protective and maternal care [nr n]. You 
transformed the Beautiful One [nfrt] into an abundance of goods [nfrt].

207: The ritual offering. First phase.

Now you must manifest to the world the powers that you have acquired,  so 
that they may be seen in their effectiveness. You'll do that through a ritual 
action which will be performed in two separate moments. First there is the 
food offering, symbolizing abundance; then an exorcism against penury and 
dearth. There are two kinds of food offerings: meat and bread. First two meat 
offerings, the offerings of the butcher, in which you can see the symbolical 
struggle between Seth and Horus and two cardinal points: South and North. 
Then the bread offering: the round bread symbolizing both Ra and the eye of  
Horus. It is the bread (the eye) which is carried by the wiA, the barque of Ra,

summoned to make its entrance (aq), from the eastern horizon. It's the 
barque that, at the end of its diurnal voyage,  will go down in the West. The 
other two cardinal points. Four cardinal points that are sprinkled with four 
handfuls of water by the officiant preposed to the cooking and to the 
preparation of the sacred meal. 

209: The ritual offering. Second phase.



Wnjs, look at Dearth (Sw). It's the enemy that you must keep at distance. If 
he flourishes your land will perish. So it's you that must flourish, not letting 
Dearth advance. Be confident, for the messengers from the eastern regions,  
the regions of the dawning sun, will keep bringing gifts and presents to you 
and to  the subjects that you protect.

210 : Purification ritual.

Now it's time that you summon he who opens the path of knowledge, Wapiw, 
the opener, who is an aspect of  Thoth, the god of wisdom and the moon-god, 
as well,  who will throw light on your journey through the obscure landscape 
which is the residence of the unconscious (sleeping) energies that soiled you 
in your journey through the realm of  darkness. You must be aware of them, 
you must  wake them to know them and have them under your control and 
not let them contaminate the goods you bring to your subjects. Those obscure 
forces must acknowledge the fact that you are the master, that you are a new 
born Wnjs, under the protection of the Great Heron, which is the Bennu bird 
of creation; and  under the guidance of Wepwaet, the opener of the ways. He 
is the god that comes out of the tamarisk tree, a symbol of rebirth: it's the 
tree, that according to legend, enveloped Osiris's coffin, carried by the sea 
currents up to Byblos.  You have already gone through many purification 
processes, mouth purifications and censing, but they have been performed by 
officiants (priests or gods). But now it's up to you to decontaminate yourself 
through a purification ritual;  to cast away your psychic dross, or better: to be 
aware of the dirt which is an indissoluble  part of yourself. And it will be your 
own “wise” tongue that will utter the purifying spells.  In abhoring  the dirt 
that is within yourself, you act diametrically opposite to Seth, who rejects the 
seed (mtwt)  coming from Ra and Thot, which he deems “poison” (mtwt). 
He rejects the light coming from the Sun and the Moon, the light of day and 
the light of night. Seth refuses knowledge, he'd rather stay inside the obscure 
region of darkness, his unconscious and irrational space. But you, Wnjs, will 
traverse the diurnal and the nocturnal sky,  like Ra and Thoth, and – like Ra 
and Thoth, you'll be beneficial to your land.

211 : He who provides for his land.

You are “he who provides for his land and for his subjects”, who keeps at 
distance hunger and thirst, for your wetnurse is Iatet, the nourishing goddess, 
and you possess the strenght and the capacity to look after your children. It's 
true that – after the death of your mortal body – you have been conceived and 
been born in the womb of night, in the course of your journey through the 
Netherworld. But you defeated “the Night” and you have emerged in  the 
light, in the wake of those who are the attendants of Ra and announce, every 
day, his coming forth, his dawing, as the Star of the Morn.  It's true that you 
have been conceived and born in the womb of Nun, the watery abyss; but you 



have been able to free yourself from its bonds, and to reemerge in the light, 
bringing with you the vivifying energies of those waters as a gift to your 
people.

212 : The accomplishment of the fertility rite.

You see, they are those same waters that trickle from the eye of Horus, the eye 
that has been given to you. The waters symbolizing your fertilizing power.  
Since “Dnw-bush” is “the bush of Dnw”, as well. And Dnw is a kind of goose, 
and the goose is a symbol of Geb, the god of the earth. So the Dnw-bush is a 
metaphor for vegetation; and the waters coming out from the eye of Horus is 
the Nile that will make the vegetation grow. And it is Osiris, the Foremost of 
the Westerners, the symbol of the annual flood, who brings nourishment and 
food to Horus, he who presides over the Houses, that is : his land. But look, 
now the three major elements of the ritual that has taken place inside the 
sarcophagus chamber – Osiris, Horus, and you – now they fuse together. You, 
in your initiatic journey, have acquired the Osirian qualities, so, in a certain 
sense, since you are alive, you made him, Osiris, live again within yourself. 
But, being reborn as his son, you became Horus. So you are Wnjs-Osiris-
Horus, in a circular process of identification and in a “mutual exchange” of 
qualities and forms. And that is why you end the first part of your journey 
with an offering which is the same as that of the fertility ritual of  utterance 
207.
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